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FM broadcast quality improvement for car radio

Abstract

The demand for higher audio quality in cars is rapidly growing. Most cars nowadays
have CD-players with high quality audio but still there are problems with the audio
quality of the build in radio receiver. The audio reproduced by the receiver is not of a
good quality compared with a CD player. The receiver produces regularly clicks in
the audio that must be suppressed. Finding the cause of the clicks is essential for
designing appropriate solutions.

In this thesis several methods were used to find the cause of the clicks in order to
improve the audio quality. As starting point a literature study was done to find
appropriate propagation models at 100 MHz. Unfortunately there was no propagation
model found which could be used to explain the clicks.

Due to the result of the literature study the propagation path was modelled by
taking all relevant propagation effects into account, i.e. multipath fading and Doppler
frequency shifts.

Measurements were done in a well-defined environment to verify theoretically
obtained result. In this way, it was possible to simplify the propagation model. In
order to further verify and generalise the result, a channel simulator was used.

According to the measurements, flat fading due to multipath propagation
caused the clicks. In the Netherlands flat fading will cause most of the clicks. The
reason why it is flat fading and not frequency selective fading is the relative small
multipath delay spread in a flat country like the Netherlands. In a hilly country like
Switzerland the delay spread will be larger and therefore also frequency selective
fading can be responsible for the audio clicks.

To produce an audio signal without clicks, caused by multipath propagation, an·
antenna diversity method is proposed, which cancels out both flat and frequency
selective fading. The proposed solution is a basis for further improvement of the audio
quality of radio receivers in cars.
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FM broadcast quality improvement for car radio

1 Introduction

The demand for higher audio quality in cars is rapidly growing. Most cars nowadays
have CD-players with high quality audio but still there are problems with the build in
radio receiver. The audio reproduced by the receiver is not of a good quality
comparing with a CD player. The receiver produces regularly clicks in the audio. To
overcome these problems several adhoc solutions are made. For finding better
solutions it is necessary to start at the beginning: analysing the propagation aspects.

The goal of this study is finding the cause of the audio clicks in the received signal.
To achieve this goal, the initial focus will be on propagation aspects. This is done to
understand the mobile channel at 100 MHz and to explain the audio quality
degradation of the receiver. When the clicks are found to be due to propagation
effects, a new solution is introduced in an existing antenna diversity concept.

As mentioned earlier, the goal is finding the cause of the clicks. To visualise
the research structure and the layout of the report figure 1.1 is given.

The best way is starting at the beginning: analysing the propagation
characteristics. To investigate the propagation characteristics at 100 MHz a literature
study is done (chapter 2). This study is the basis of further research. The search is
focused mainly on different propagation models, which can explain the clicks. The
found models are given in section 4.3.

The theory behind the models is also necessary for implementing a model into
the real world. So therefore the theory is also given. This theory concerns all the
relevant parts, the reflection coefficient, the multipath effects and the Doppler
phenomena.

To return to the real world situation, a well-defined propagation environment
is chosen for doing measurements. It is important that this environment is known to
cause clicks. The measurements showing the clicks in the audio together with the
corresponding signal levels are presented and discussed in chapter 5. During the
measurement there were synchronisation problems. The solutions for these problems
are given in section 5.2.

To further verify and generalise the results a hardware simulation is done. The
result can be found in section 5.6. The hardware simulator cannot take the dimensions
of a building on its reflection coefficient into account. To take the dimensions of a
building into account the theory of Fresnel is used for finding the size of the reflection
area at the face of a building. The result is compared with the real world situation.

Then, the cause of the audio clicks is now known and a proper solution can be
designed. A solution integrated with the antenna diversity solution as already applied
by Catena is given in chapter 6.

Finally general conclusions and recommendations are given in the last chapter
7. For a flow diagram of this MSc study see figure 1.1.
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2 Literature study

Car radio is used for a very long time now, so it is likely to get some information
about propagation characteristics on 100 MHz for analogue PM (Frequency
Modulated) broadcasting. As starting point a literature study is done. The goal of the
literature study is to find published propagation characteristics of the PM broadcast
band on 100 MHz. The focus is on the available propagation models that can be used
to explain the occurrence of audio clicks.

2.1 Search terms and paper selection

To search through the sources, a combination of terms is used. The terms that are used
are mentioned in table 2.1. Making maximum benefit of the keywords, various
combinations are used to create search expressions.

Fadin

100 MHz

Multi ad

VHF

Diffractie / brekin
Model

Ornroe
Radio olfvoort

DAB

Mobiel

Reflectie
Im uls res onsie

Table 2.1: Search terms

A large number of papers is the result, only the models do not describe the
propagation characteristics at 100 MHz. Also the models are based on statistics,
which are not relevant here. To explain the audio clicks a deterministic propagation
model is needed. The other category papers describe a specific problem with a
solution. The problems mentioned in the specific paper are not of any interest for the
project.

To find more relevant papers, a new selection is necessary. Using the
advanced search terms and new selection criteria results in a more usable reference
list. Only papers based on VHF (Very High Frequency) and UHF (Ultra High
Frequency) properties and about analogue PM broadcasting (mentioned in title,
subject or summary) are selected. Of course analogue FM broadcasting is preferred
above digital broadcasting due to the different operating frequencies.

2.2 Literature sources

Table 2.2 gives an impression of the sources used. For searching through the sources
the search terms mentioned in the previous section are used. The search terms are
combined to search expressions and used on these sources. The result can be found in
the reference list.
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Online

Online and CD

CD

Online

Online

Online

CD

Online

CD

Online
Online

Online

Online

Table 2.2: Search sources

Several documents were found only, they are too old to use them because several
statements in the documents are not valid anymore due to progress in science. We
expect that there will be more documents, because the FM broadcast band is in use for
a very long time. Unfortunately, no company has been found that has published its
results about the deterministic propagation modelling of the FM broadcast band. A
possible reason is that it can't be used by competitors in this field. Another reason is
that the focus is on other frequency bands. Presently, the main focus is on higher
frequency bands like SHF (Super High Frequency), where Bluetooth is active.
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2.3 Conclusions

The first results of the literature search were not encouraging. Not a single document
was found on deterministic propagation modelling of the PM broadcast band. In the
past several documents were published on empirical propagation modelling, but they
cannot be used to explain the occurrence of audio clicks.

Most of the found papers concern a specific solution to a specific problem.
The related documents, which can be used for the graduation assignment, are
mentioned in the reference list.

We expect that there are more documents because the PM broadcast band is in
use for a very long time. No company has been found that has published its results
about deterministic propagation models. A possible reason is that it then can't be used
by competitors in this field. Another reason is that the focus is on other frequency
bands.

The found documents are focusing on digital transmission in the SHF
frequency (and higher) region and cannot be used at the desired frequency. It has been
seen during the literature search that presently the focus of companies is on the SHF
region (Bluetooth etc.).

According to this literature study it is necessary to do measurements and
develop a propagation model for the PM broadcast band. This is the main focus of this
MSc study and will be described in the next sections.

Catena Radio Design 6
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3 Transmitter (signal) properties

In this project the limitations of the possible solutions for suppressing the audio clicks
are (partly) given by the transmitter used for PM broadcasting. Due to these
limitations it is necessary to describe the transmission method used. It is not possible
to use another kind of modulation / transmission method. Therefore a brief description
is given of the transmitted PM broadcast signal.

3.1 Transmitter

The Transmitter broadcasts the MPX (Stereo Multiplexed Signal) given in figure 3.1.

Pilot

L+R L-R L-R

RDS

15 19 23 38 53 57 60 76kHz

Fig. 3.1: MPX signal

The first part of the MPX signal represents the audio of the left channel together with
the right channel (L+R). The reason to combine the left and right channel is to be
compatible with the existing mono receiver. The mono FM receiver only looks at the
a - 15 kHz part of the incoming PM signal. So the lower part of the Stereo MPX
contain the sum of the left and the right channels. In this way, the mono PM receivers
will not notice any change; it will just play back the L+R signal. To play back the
complete stereo signal a pilot is necessary. The pilot separates the mono system of the
stereo system. The last part of the MPX signal is the Seiko signal. The Seiko signal is
not transmitted anymore. It was in the past an experimental data transmission (still
used in Japan) instead of RDS. When the MPX is FM modulated it occupies
bandwidth. The space between the FM stations is in the Netherlands 100 kHz. The
bandwidth of the FM modulated signal is 2(deviation + input signal frequency). The
consequence is distortion of two transmitted signals when the location is close to each
other.

Another source of distortion is the new system introduced during the project: the
Zerobase system. The new system allows more usable frequencies for broadcasting.
There are 293 reserved PM-frequencies. Of the reserved frequencies there are 58
public networks, 151 nation wide commercial networks, 80 non nation wide
commercial network and 4 minorities. After the frequency changes the listener has
more choice of radio stations. This means more broadcast stations in the same
frequency band. The stations are more close to each other than before. In the map
(figure 3.2) the new situation is given, just as an example for a single station:

Catena Radio Design 7
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Fig. 3.2: Coverage of Radio 4 (Zerobase system)

The Zerobase system is causing more inference than the old system. The transmitter
used for the measurements (chapter 5), is Lopik (Radio 4) has an antenna height of
207 m. The transmitted signal is vertical polarised. The theoretical coverage area of a
transmitter is based on a propagation model, which cannot be used for this project.

3.2 Conclusions

The propagation model used for the theoretical coverage of the transmitter cannot be
used in this project. The transmitter transmits with a vertical polarisation. This
knowledge on polarisation will be used to determine the amplitude of the reflecting
wave. During the project the Zerobase system was introduced. This new system
makes the receiving problem worse.
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4 Propagation at FM broadcasting

A transmitted signal travels via different paths to the receiver. During the journey the
signal is influenced by a number of factors. The factors, which influence the
amplitude and the phase of the individual received multipath signals are: propagation
path length, reflection coefficient and diffraction coefficients of buildings etc. The
variation of the received signal is called signal fading. The different types of fading
are categorised and explained in the first section. The cause of signal fading is given
together with an explanation in section 4.2. Section 4.2.3 discusses propagation via
multiple paths. The so-called multipath propagation can be static but also dynamic,
for example when a car moves. A moving car introduces Doppler frequency shift for
each multipath signal as will be explained in section 4.2.4. A model is necessary to
determine a possible cause of the clicks. According to the literature study there are
several models. It is important to analyse the different available models, to determine
if they are relevant for the project. Therefore the models are described briefly in this
chapter. After describing the models a conclusion is drawn, about which is the best
model to use. The model, that is used, is given in section 4.3.3.2. The real world
includes also buildings with certain dimensions. To find a building, which can cause
reflection, it is necessary to use the theory of Fresnel, which is described in section
4.4.

4.1 Types ojjading

There are several propagation phenomena, which can occur in a radio channel. These
lead to variation in amplitude and phase of the received signal in time. This is called
signal fading. There are several ways of how fading can occur. For example when the
mobile unit proceeds along its route, it passes many types of local scatterers,
including numerous other vehicles in motion. The presence of scatterers along the
path results in a constantly changing environment with many objects that can scatter,
reflect, and dissipate the transmitted mobile-radio signal energy. These effects often
result in multiple signal paths that arrive at the receiving antenna with different arrival
times and angles. When this happens, it has the effect of lengthening the time allotted
to a discrete portion of the signal information and can cause signal smearing. This
phenomenon is referred to as "delay spread". Delay spreading results in two effects,
time dispersion and frequency selective fading. Time dispersion and frequency
selective fading are both manifestations of multipath propagation with delay spread.
The different types of fading, according to [1], are described below.

Time dispersion:
Time dispersion stretches a signal in time so that the duration of the received signal is
greater than that of the transmitted signal. Time dispersion is a result of the signals
taking different times to cross the channel by different propagation paths. An example
of time dispersion is multipath.

Time selective fading:
This type of fading can cause signal distortion, because the channel may change its
characteristics whilst the transmitted signal is in flight. The channel seen by the
leading edge of the signal is not the same as that seen by the trailing edge.

Catena Radio Design 9
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Frequency dispersion:
When the channel is time-variant, Doppler spreading (frequency dispersion) occurs.
Frequency dispersion results in the signal bandwidth being stretched so that the
received signal's bandwidth is different (greater or less) from that of the transmitted
signal.

Frequency selective fading:
This type of fading filters the transmitted signal, attenuating certain frequencies more
than others. Two frequency components closely spaced receive approximately the
same attenuation, however, if they are far apart they often receive vastly different
attenuation's. Frequency selective fading occurs because the electrical length of each
propagation path can be expressed as a function of frequency. If a signal has a short
duration then it is passed through the channel before any significant change in the
channel characteristics can take place. As a signal duration is increased, the channel is
able to change whilst the signal is still in flight, thereby causing distortion. The
distortion increases as the signal duration is increased. The different types of fading
are now categorised. The depth and number of different kind of notches can also be
characterised.

Depth offading
The possibility of a high dip of the signal is depending on the characteristics of the
channel. There are several channel models, that can describe it such as a:

• Rician channel model
• Rayleigh channel model

Which model should be used depends on the relative strength of the dominant path
and the scattered paths. To determine the type of channel, according to [2], the
following parameter is introduced:

K=
Power in dominant path

Power in the scattered paths
[4.1]

The different values of 'K' and its shapes are given in figure 4.1, K=O is a Rayleigh
channel.
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Probability
densitv

i

-30

4.2 Reflection

K=4

-20 0
Signal level normalised to the mean [dB]

Fig. 4.1: Rice and Rayleigh shapes

+10------.

In the previous paragraph the fading phenomena is divided in several terms. Now the
different types of fading are known, the cause of fading will be discussed. Primary,
there are two main causes of signal fading in FM broadcasting, namely:

• Reflection at buildings
• Doppler frequency shift

These are illustrated in figure 4.2 and the reflection will be discussed in this section.
As starting point reflection by the earth is given in section 4.2.1. Section 4.2.2
explains the reflection by buildings and the Doppler phenomena is described in
section 4.2.4.

Speed

Reflection

Transmitter

Catena Radio Design
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4.2.1 Reflection by the earth

Reflection can happen in a number of ways, for example by earth. Reflection points
have a particular behaviour in reflecting the transmitted wave. The way of reflecting
the ray to, for example, a receiver is characterised by the reflection coefficient.
Reflection influences both amplitude and phase of a signal. The reflection coefficient
itself depends on ground constants and the angle of the incoming wave together with
the polarisation. The polarisation of the transmitted signal for FM broadcasting is
vertical. The situation for a wave reflected by the earth, with the corresponding
angles, is given in figure 4.3.

Wave

&~ ~~

~. cc::::r::c:
Ground

Fig. 4.3: Definition of the angles

Based upon the law of Snellius the angle of the incoming wave is equal to the angle of
the reflected wave. The reflection coefficient is given by equation 4.2 according to
[3].

[4.2]
[ Er - j~JSinlfl-J[Er - j~J-COS2lf1

WEo WEo

P = [E r - j ~JSin lfI +~[Er - j~I_COS2lf1
WEo WE o )

In practice the earth is neither a perfect conductor nor a perfect dielectric so the
reflection coefficient depends on the ground-constants, in particular the dielectric
constant c and the conductivity cr, The constants are given in table 4.1 .

At grazing incidence, there is no difference between horizontal and vertical
polarisation. The horizontal polarisation reflection coefficient is given in section
4.2.2. As lfJ is increased, substantial differences appear. The magnitude and relative
phase of the reflected wave both decrease rapidly as lfJ increases and at an angle the
magnitude becomes a minimum and the phase reaches _90°. At values of lfJ larger
than this angle IPvl increase again and the phase tends towards zero, It can been seen

that the angle is about ISo at frequencies of FM broadcasting (~ « Er) although at
WEo

lower frequencies and higher conducivities it becomes smaller, approaching zero if
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-.!!...- » E r • Table 4.1 shows the typical values for the ground constants that affect the
WEo
reflection coefficient.

Figure 4.4 gives an impression of the amplitude and phase changes of the reflected
wave compared to the incoming wave.

403015o
-200

403015o

t 1 t 0
Phase

Amp!. [deg]

0.5
-100

n

Angle of ground reflection [deg] -----. Angle of ground reflection [deg]-----.

Fig. 4.4: Amplitude and Phase Vs ground reflection coefficient

Seen in figure 4.4 the phase shift is about 180° by low reflection angles. Reflection by
buildings is treated differently and is explained in the next section.

Conclusion
Depending on the angle, both phase and amplitude can be anywhere between
minimum and maximum. Normally the incoming and the reflected rays in FM
broadcasting have a low angle, thus generating a phase shift of 180°.

4.2.2 Reflection by buildings

The ground reflection is explained in section 4.2.1. This section considers the
reflection at buildings. The incoming wave is horizontal seen by buildings instead of
vertical, in contrary to ground reflections. The same figure 4.3 can be used only the E
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and H field components tum 90 degrees. The corresponding reflection coefficient is
given in equation 4.3.

sin 1Jf-l£, - j :c, )-cos' 1Jf

P =----'-;:::=========

sin 1Jf +~( £, - j :c, )-cos' 1Jf

[4.3]

Figure 4.5 gives an impression of the amplitude and the phase changes of the reflected
wave compared to the incoming wave. If we assume the same constants as in the
previous section the amplitude and phase are given in figure 4.5.

t
Ampl

0.5

o

o 10 20 30 40
Angle of reflection [Deg] ----..

Phase
[Deg]

-200

o 10 20 30 40
Angle of reflection [Deg] ----..

Fig. 4.5: Amplitude and Phase of reflection by buildings

Seen in figure 4.5 the phase shift is about 1800 by low reflection angles, according to
[1] and [3], and the same constants as in section 4.2.1.

Conclusion
The reflected rays from the buildings (assuming ideal constants) are having a phase
shift of 1800 by low reflection angles. The treatment of the reflected ray depends on
the polarisation. The treatment of a single reflected ray is now known.

4.2.3 Multipath propagation

The general behaviour of multiple rays under different circumstances is given in this
section. As mentioned in a previous section time dispersion and frequency-selective
fading are both manifestations of multipath propagation with delay spread. The
multipath effect results in one or more delayed echo signals that are added in the
receiving antenna. The basic explanation for distortion is simply that the information
is modulated on the carrier frequency, so in case of multipath, the receiving antenna
receives two or more RF signals with a momentary different frequency. After PM
demodulation, the output signal contains the wanted signal, by means of a
differentiation of the phase, plus the momentary phase variation resulting from the
addition of the unwanted echo signal. Listening to this distorted signal varies from
heavy stereo-image distortion, noisy reception to very abrupt and annoying burst
sounds, especially when driving fast on a highway. Expressing the multipath
phenomena in a formula the following carrier signal is used in different situations.
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[4.4]

Symbol ao represents the amplitude, l/Jo the phase, both are treated as constants. The

angular frequency Wo is equal to 27ifo, where fo is the carrier frequency. The power
within the transmitted carrier frequency is determined by the real part of sit). The
multipath fading phenomena discussed in this section occur primarily in the following
situations:

• When the mobile and nearby scatterers are all standing still
• Where the mobile is standing still, and the scatterers are moving.

The various signal paths from all reflecting scatterers reaching the mobile unit can be
individually identified. The receiving signal s(t) at the stationary mobile, coming from
N signal paths, can be expressed by the following equation:

N

s(t) =LaisO(t-r;)
i=1

The total propagation time for the I-th path can be expressed by the equation:

[4.5]

[4.6]

.6..r is the additional relative delay on the I-th path. The average value is defined as:

1 N
r =-~r

m N LJ I

;=1

[4.7]

The time delay Ti and attenuation factor ai are different at any instant of time along the
i-th path. The received signal with moving scatterers:

The complex envelope is given:

N

x(t) = L aoa; (t)e H27ifo'r,(t)]

i=1

[4.8]

[4.9]

The received signal envelope of s(t) remains unchanged, as long as the mobile unit
and the nearby scatterers are standing still.

Conclusion
As seen in the previous section multipath influences both phase and amplitude of the
received signal. This is caused by the different delays of multipaths. Another situation
is created when a car moves with a certain speed.
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4.2.4 The Doppler effect - frequency dispersion

As mentioned earlier the Doppler effect can also decrease the audio quality of the
received signal. Figure 4.6 is given to visualise the Doppler effect. It shows a mobile
moving in a straight line with a speed v. Its direction of motion makes an angle a. to
the arrival direction of an incoming horizontal wave at frequency f The Doppler
effect results in a change in frequency of the arriving wave, as observed by the
mobile. The change in frequency is proportional to the mobile speed in the direction
of the wave. If the mobile is moving towards the source of the wave, the frequency is
increased. When the mobile moves away from the source the frequency decreases.
The change in frequency is called the Doppler shiftid.

a

------------.
V

Arri ving waves

Transmitted spectrum
Received spectrum

~--

Fig. 4.6: Doppler effect

The received signal of a car in motion is:

[4.10]

The Doppler shift is given by:

v V
fd =-cosa = fe -cosa = fm cosa

A C
[4.11]

The symbol c represents the speed of light andfm is the maximum Doppler shift. The
maximum Doppler shift is given by:

v
fm = fe

c
[4.12]

This occurs for a. = 0, thus the Doppler shift associated with an incoming wave can
have any apparent frequency in the range (fe-fm) ~ fe ~ (fc+fm). When multipath
propagation occurs, waves arrive with several directions, each of which then has its
own associated Doppler frequency shift. The bandwidth of the received signal is
therefore larger then that of the transmitted signal. This phenomenon is called
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Doppler spread. The exact shape of the resulting spectrum depends on the relative
amplitudes and directions of each of the incoming waves. The overall spectral width
is called Doppler bandwidth. The spectrum in more detail is given in [2].

Driving at a high speed, the frequency dispersion caused by Doppler must be taken
into account.

Conclusion
According to this section a moving car influences both frequency and phase of the
received signal. Driving very slow lead to a very low frequency shift, but the phase
influence stays the same. It is independent of the speed only the repetition time of the
phase variation changes.

4.3 Different types ofmodels

The different types of influences of the transmitted signal are now known. It is now
possible to determine an appropriate model. Roughly there are two types of models
empirical and deterministic models. The deterministic model gives a representative
model of the real world. The empirical models are based on measurements. For
completeness these models are listed in section 4.3.1 together with a short description.

4.3.1 Empirical based models

The empirical models found with the help of the literature study are given in this
section. The listed models can be found in [1], [3], [4]

Free space model:
This type of model is used for an unobstructed path. The power falls off proportional
to d2 and 1/).2. This model assumes a large distance between transmitter and receiver.
Reflection is not taken into account.

Okumura model
This model is site and frequency specific. The frequency range is between 100 MHz
and 3 GHz with a distance from the base station between the 1 and 100 kIn. The
antenna height is also taken into account. The height is 3 m for the receiver and 200 m
for the transmitter. Correction factors are available for a different antenna height. An
analytical approximation to the Okumura model is the Hata model.

Egli model
Also this model is frequency specific with a frequency range of 90 MHz to 1 GHz.
The model is based on plane-earth propagation and diffraction is not taken into
account. A study more in depth is given in [5].

Longley-Rice model
In contrary to the previous models this model is more detailed. The frequency range is
20 MHz to 20 GHz. The distance between the transmitter and the receiver is from 1 to
2000 kIn. The antenna heights that can be used are between the 0.5 and 3 kIn. Also the
polarisation is taken into account and can be vertical or horizontal.
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Unfortunately the models in this section do not take small scale fading into account.
The other category models, the deterministic models, are given in the next section
with their advantages.

4.3.2 Deterministic models

The deterministic models described here represents the real world. A short description
is given of each model found with the literature study in chapter 2.

Maxwell's equations:
Using the Maxwell's equations gives the complete solution of the propagation
channel. Only the problem is that these equations are complex and every variable is
taken into account. More simple models that uses simplified Maxwell equations are
based on ray tracing. Ray tracing may be used when the reflecting objects are large
with respect to the wave length.

Ray tracing
Many available tools for predicting radio wave propagation using the so-called ray
tracing method. A study more in depth is given in [6]. A radio wave ray tracer acts as
an optical ray tracer. The geometry determines the amplitude and phase of each
received multipath signal. In this way, ray tracing models all signal components such
as reflection, scattering and diffraction. In general, reflection and transmission losses
are calculated from Fresnel's reflection and transmissions coefficients. The field
strength and delay spread at the receiver are calculated based on the field strength and
arrival times of all arriving rays. The arrival time of each ray is obtained from the
length of the geometrical path from the transmitter to the receiver. The surfaces of
buildings look like mirrors at radio frequencies, which means that a receiver will see
only an image of the transmitter on the wall. This will result in a gigantic number of
reflections for a single transmitter. As mentioned, a radio wave ray tracer acts as an
optical ray tracer. An optical ray tracer does not include diffraction (bending over and
around buildings and terrain) into account. To model this, a radio wave ray tracer
must take every ray that approaches the edge of a surface and break into several new
diffracted rays.

Ray tracing is often applied in indoor as well as outdoor prediction tools. According
to the literature study there are three types of outdoor (urban) environment structures.

•
•
•

macro cell structure
micro cell structure
pico cell structure
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The structures are visualised in figure 4.7.

Macro cell

Micro cell

Pico cell

Fig. 4.7: Cell structures

In macro cells, the base station is often placed well above an average rooftop, while
for micro cells the base station is placed well below the average rooftop. In macro
cells, the propagation path is dominated by the over the rooftop path, while for micro
cells reflections and diffraction from buildings and streets often dominate the
propagation environments. For such environments, ray tracing-type simulation models
are adequate and their use is justifiable. The FM broadcasting situation is covered by
the macro cell structure. The propagation path in the macro cell structure is dominated
by over the rooftop path propagation and by sideward reflections of buildings.

Conclusions ofthe available models
The best model to use is a model based on ray tracing. Mainly, because the model
covers all the propagation aspects and is much less complex than using Maxwell
equations. The empirical based models only give an indication of the fieldstrength,
which is not enough. A model based on ray tracing is necessary for diagnosing the
problem. Because ray tracing is the best method, it is used in this thesis.

4.3.3 Two-ray models

In section 4.3.2 is given that finding the cause of the clicks a model must be used
which is based upon ray tracing. The two-ray models, described here, satisfy the
requirements. Like any other model, there are restrictions to use the two-ray model,
which must be taken into account. The restrictions are:

•
•
•
•

Flat earth or reflection point.
No influence of troposphere (freq > 50 MHz)
No reflecting component of the troposphere (freq > 50 MHz)
There is no diffraction
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In this project the two-ray model is used. The first model determines the influence of
reflection by earth and the second model determines the influence of reflection by
buildings. The first model is given just for completeness.

4.3.3.1 Two-ray modelfor reflection by earth

The model given in figure 4.8 shows the situation for analysing the influence of the
reflection by earth, according to [2].

Transmit antenna
hI

Receive antenna
hz

Ground
.........................................................................................................................................~

d

Fig. 4.8: Two-ray model

The level of the received signal is given by equation:

[4.13]

Eo is the fieldstrength of the direct wave at the receive antenna, <p is the phase
difference between the reflected and the direct wave due to different path lengths, and
p is the reflection coefficient of the ground. For situation with a high distance between
transmitter and receiver, the angle is very small. This means that a reflection
coefficient of -1 is often used (section 4.2.1).

Calculating the phase difference due to different path lengths (a to b):

b z =d z + (hz + hI ) z

a z = d z + (hz - hI ) 2

When the antenna heights are relative small these two equations results in:

and the phase difference due to different path lengths is:
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Together with:

[4.18]

this finally results in:

[4.19]

t
Ampl.

Equation 4.19 is plotted in figure 4.9. Antenna heights are 207 m for the transmitter
and 2 m for the receiver. This is realistic for FM broadcasting.

2

1.5

1

0.5

500 1000 1500

Fig. 4.9: Result two-ray model

2000 2500

Distance [m] ----.

Figure 4.9 shows that for small distances the ground reflected wave cause rapid
fluctuations of the received signal strength. For larger distances (>600 m) it causes an
additional signal attenuation. The influence of reflection by buildings will be
discussed in the next section.
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4.3.3.2 Two-ray model for reflection by buildings

In practice there is not only reflection by the ground as discussed in the previous
section but there is also reflection by buildings. The rays reflected by buildings are
treated differently due to the different reflection coefficient, than rays reflected by
ground (seen in section 4.2.1). The phase variation of a reflection of a wave by a
building is 1800 with a small angle according to section 4.2.2. Not only the reflection
coefficient changes also the two-ray model is different. The new situation is given in
figure 4.10.

TX

o
d r

...

dTX

.........................................................................................................................................................

.... .

dRX

Fig. 4.10: Two-ray model for building reflections

Building

From section 4.3.3.1 fonnula 4.14 and 4.15 are obtained, which is used for calculating
the path length difference. The new geometry results in a path length difference of:

The angle ex is defined as the angle between the horizontal line of dRX and vector x.
Together with

and

2n
qJ =-.(b-a)

A

[4.21]

[4.22]

this results in the total level variation caused by movement of the car in a direction
given in the figure and the reflection of the wave at a building in a horizontal plane by
substituting the path length difference in equation 4.22 and substituting equation 4.22
in 4.21. The equation, which is described here, is used for propagation of rays in a
horizontal plane with one direct ray and one reflected ray. The dimension of a
building is not taken into account.
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Conclusion
The model described in this section explains the signal level variation caused by a
movement of the car in a particular direction and rays reflected in a horizontal plane.
The model also includes the location of the receiver. One fact, which is not taken into
account, is the dimension of a building. The dimension of a building is important for
estimating the contribution of the wave reflected at that particular building.

4.4 The Fresnel zone for buildings

To estimate the influence of a wave reflected at a building, it is necessary to calculate
the approximate dimensions of the Fresnel zone for that wave at that building. Fresnel
zones represent successive regions where secondary waves have a path length from
the transmitter to receiver which are nJJ2 greater than the total path length. The
Fresnel zone defines a surface, which contributes to the reflection. The Fresnel zone
on a reflecting plane is given in figure 4.11.

Reflecting plane d

Fig. 4.11: Fresnel zone on a reflecting plane

The path difference b - a obtained via the geometrical point of reflection is:

The long side of the ellipse according to [7] is given by:

[
1+ 2(b-a):

d nA
x =- ---'--'-----------':-

2 (d
TX

+dRX )2
1+ _:":":"-_-'-=--

nM
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The short side of the ellipse according to [7] is given by:

.Q:d
y=

2
[4.25]

Only half of the surface of the Fresnel zone contributes to the fieldstrength at the
receiver position. For finding a valid reflection point in the real world, the short side
of the ellipse should match to the height of a building. If this is not the case, the
building won't contribute as a reflection point even when the long side matches. An
illustration of reflection by buildings is given in figure 4.12.

Fig. 4.12: Reflection by buildings

The formulas are used in chapter 5 for determine a possible reflection point.

4.5 Conclusions

The main focus during the measurements is on flat fading and frequency selective
fading. The model, which should be used, is a deterministic model. In this case we
take the two-ray model for determine a possible location of a building. For validation
a possible reflection point, the Fresnel theory is used.
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5 Measurements

Propagation of radio waves via different paths can influence the original transmitted
signal in amplitude and phase, which is explained in chapter 4. It is necessary to
perform measurements to determine the type of fading that degrades the audio quality
of the received signal in the real world. The measurements have been carried out
together with the Nozema. These measurements concerned the recording of the signal
level at the antenna-entrance of the receiver as well as the recording of the audio
signal during a run in a special measurement car. Disturbances of the audio signal that
typically occur in car-radio reception as clicks which could be clearly experienced.

5.1 Measurement setup and location

The Nozema uses a special measurement car, which is dedicated for determining the
transmitter coverage by means of signal level detection. There is one main receiver
and four sub receivers for RDS (Radio Data System) measurements. It is possible to
measure four stations at four different frequencies, simultaneously. A personal
computer controlled both the main receiver en the four sub receivers but was also
used for measurement logging. The computer logs the signal level with an interval of
7 cm and RDS block error rate with an interval of 0.5 s. A video camera records the
surrounding and the clicks in the audio. The receiving antenna is an omni-directional
141- antenna mounted at the centre of the roof of the car. Figure 5.1 gives an
impression of the used receivers.

Fig. 5.1: Main and sub receivers

The car runs on diesel. A car, which runs on petrol, produces igmtIon noise. The
ignition noises cause also clicks in the received audio. In this way clicks produced by
the ignition of the car can be neglected. Figure 5.2 shows the test car.
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Fig. 5.2: Test car

A location is known in the neighbourhood of Catena where clicks occur with a few
buildings closely to the receiver and a more or less clear horizon to the transmitter.
The nearest building is at approximately 150 m away from the receiver. To neglect
the Doppler effect the driving speed is chosen to be very low. In this case only the
phase of a transmitted signal change by the Doppler effect according to section 4.2.4.
The chosen location is free of other moving vehicles to neglect moving scatterers.
Figure 5.3 shows a satellite picture to give an impression of the measurement
location. The road used for the measurements is marked.

Fig. 5.3: Satellite picture of measurement location

It is now possible to perform measurements because the surrounding is know and the
effects mentioned in the previous part can be neglected. In this way it is less
complicated to find a possible cause, which causes the clicks. In an attempt to relate
the observed click's to the (fades in the) received antenna signal we developed the
procedure as depicted in figure 5.4.
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Extracting clicks from measurements

Problems encountered:.. · Speed not constant

Synchronising audio and measurement · Measurement independent of

data ~ speed

· RDS measurement by time.. · No time synchronisation with
audio

Mapping audio on signal level
measurements.

..
Click analysis:

I Via channel simulator ~
. type of click. duration of click

clicks on low

I

~
level

I
I
I I Examine the notch in spectrum I
I•I Clicks on high level I NarrowWide

l '1' -,r
'1' Location of wide notch Location of narrow notch

Long echo's

I
Interference of other

(near building?) (close or far away from

possible? stations? .. buildings?)

-to

l Nearby?
Reflection of buildings

I
Cause: shadowing

possible?

Examine architecture of receiver ...,
Examine Doppler -. Using two-ray model

, shift influence (worse case model)

Possible cause: frequency +selective fading
Same notches?

-to Cause: multipath

Analysing delays and there
~ influences in the audio

spectrum

...
Same clicks in audio?
Cause: frequency selective
fading

Fig. 5.4: Procedure for relating clicks in the audio
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5.2 Signal level measurements

When driving on the road several clicks could be heard in the audio signal. At a
certain point the car was stopped and driven back to look if the click was at a fixed
location. The car was moving very slowly towards the location of the click and indeed
the click's location was fixed. The speed was very slow so, in this case it was better to
make a first diagnose of the cause of the clicks. Before the click appears the signal
became noisy until the complete signal was vanished.

When driving less slow the noise appeared as a click in the audio. If the click was
caused by a lack of signal level, the signal level measurements must show a notch.
Also the click duration must be time dependent. Therefore first the click duration and
signal level was analysed. Figure 5.5 illustrates the click duration versus signal level.

t
signal
level

RX threshold
level

distance ----.

Fig. 5.5: Click duration

When the notches in signal level are 1 m wide (see figure 5.9 for details), the duration
can be calculated. This means in practice different click duration at different speeds.
50 km/h - 14 m/s so the click duration is 1/14 s. If the driving speed is about 4 m/s
the clicks will be in the order of 1~ s if the clicks are generated by lack of signal level.
As already stated, the duration of a click depends also on the signal level in
comparison with the threshold level of the receiver. The threshold effect in FM
systems is visualised with the help of a phasor diagram in figure 5.6.

Fig. 5.6: Threshold effect in FM systems
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The symbol Rn(t) represents the envelope of the noise n(t). The total signal is
represented by Rit) and phase Bit). The noise power is represented by E{n2(t) and the
carrier power by a/When Rn(t) and ac have comparable magnitude (noise and wanted
signal), the resultant phasor Rit) moves away from the end point of the carrier phasor
and may rotate about the origin. If the rotation takes place due to a noise spike in the
interval between t] and t2, then Bit) changes by 27t during this interval (t],t2) and the
change appears as a click at the output. This effect happens when the received power

Sr falls below the threshold value i.e. Sr == 10 (Details can be found in [8])
BTNo

The recorded signal level is shown in figure 5.7.

t 60

Signal level
[dBuV]

50

40

30

20

10

100 200 300 400 500 600
Distance [m] _

Fig. 5.7: Signal level versus distance

According to figure 5.7 the propagation channel suffers from small-scale signal
fading. An example of a notch causing a click, is shown in figure 5.8.
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Signal level
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Fig. 5.8: Notch that causes a click
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Another example of a notch, which is known to cause a click (observed during the
measurements), is given in figure 5.9.

i 45

Fig. 5.9: Second notch with observed click.
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In the measurements the RDS-BER signals are used as time markers generated with
an interval of 0.5 s. The signal level is recorded with a 7cm interval with no
timestamp. To mark the signal level with a timestamp, linear interpolation is used.
When the driving speed was constant this type of interpolation is justified. The speed
is, however, not constant during the measurement, for example in the beginning and
in the end. The measurements are synchronised in time with the help of observations
during the measurements and the linear interpolation technique.

The recorded audio file is played back several times to mark the clicks in time. The
file created by this way is merged into the signal level diagram. The result of the
interpolation of the timestamps together with the observed clicks is given in figure
5.10.

Signal".

Id"""10

40

'"

'0

20 40 00 80 100

Tlrne[a] ---+

Fig. 5.10: Signal level versus time and clicks

The figure above shows a clear relation between signal notches and clicks at a (very)
low driving speed. According to the measurements the cause of clicks is lack of signal
level. Figure 5.11 shows the last 100 m.
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Fig. 5.11: Signal level of the final 100 meters.
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According to the given figure above, especially the first part, the graph shows a
periodical part like the two-ray model. Based on this graph a possible reflection point
will be calculated in the next section, to find out if it can causes the notches.

5.3 Determining a possible reflection point

In section 4.3.3.2 the two-ray model is described and in section 5.1 the location is
given. Together with the distances between the transmitter and the receiver the two
ray model describes periodical notches. The distances between the notches obtained
from the measurements and from the two-ray model are compared to find a possible
location of a building. Figure 5.12 shows the situation.

TX

o
•

d I
~

dTX

~ ~

~ ~

dRx

Building

Fig. 5.12: Two-ray model for measurement situation

To determine the angle of the building, the location of the building is observed and a
map is used. The roads near this building are not 90°. The building is more or less
parallel to the side road of the A50, only not the last part of the building. The angle is
about 25° to the A50, the last part of the building can vary because of containers
located there (l00 is a realistic value). This means an angle between the 25° and 35°.
In the model described in section 4.3.3.2, a different definition of the angle is used,
converting it result in the value 65° and 55°.

Substituting the values dRX =150 m, dTX =32 km, d =53.6 km in equation 5.1:

b-a = ~(53600-x sina)2 + ((150+xcosa) + h2)2 -~(53600- xsina)2 + ((150+ xcosa) -h2)2 [5.1]

and substituting this equation in,

and,
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2n
qJ =-.(b-a)

A

result in figure 5.13.

t 5
Ampl
[dB] -+----68--+---'-----";'------"<-----+7-6

Distance -.
[m]

-15

-20

-25

Fig. 5.13: Building with angle of 60°

[5.3]

From this graph the distance between the notches is about 5 m. In the last 100 m of
the measurements the distances between the notches varying between 4 and 5 meter.
In order to determine a possible reflection point, a situation from the measurement is
taken were a click is observed.

• 504,21 m
• 509,18 m

The difference between the notches are (with the correct geometric) 4,97 m which is
correct with the measurements. The measurement shows a little difference between
the theoretical analysis and the measurement (distance between the notches), which
are likely caused by the reflecting building. This building is not completely flat, that
influences the way of reflection. Also in front of the building there is all kind of
vegetation, which can influence the reflection. To determine the location of the
reflection point the previous values are used. It results in a reflection point of about
300 m back from the receiver. This verifies the location of the building. Figure 5.14
shows the reflecting object.
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Figure 5.14: The reflecting building

The location of the calculated building is valid with the real world. The dimensions of
the reflecting surface should also match with the real world; therefore it is necessary
to calculate it. This is done in the next section.

5.4 Influences of the dimension ofa building

To estimate the influence of the reflection of the building, it is necessary to calculate
the surface of it. To do this the Fresnel theory is used. The equation in section 4.4 is
used:

and,

N:d
y=

2
[5.4]

(
1+ 2(b-a))

d nA
X=-

2 (d TX +d
RX

)2
1+ -----=~_____=e::..:....-_

nM

[5.5]

The goal is to find approximate dimensions for a building to verify the possible
reflecting building with the real world. The result for the building is:

• Building height = 25 m
• Building length = 85 m

Together with the location and dimensions of the buildings seen near the receiver this
is a valid reflection point. The type of fading that occurs together with its delay is
given in the next section.
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5.5 Flat fade situations

A flat fade is caused by a combination of a direct signal and an echo with a relative
small delay time. When the delayed signal has a phase shift of 1800 a full cancellation
is the result. Before the delays are introduced for flat fading situations some
definitions are given. The maximum delay value of scattered components in the
received signal with a significant power contribution (typically down to 30 dB lower
than the power of the main component) is called the multipath spread Tm [9]

The coherence bandwidth determines the minimum frequency spacing over which the
frequency domain channel transfer function is essentially uncorrelated [9].

The delay power spectrum is a description of the channel in the time domain.
Performing a Fourier Transfonn on the delay power spectrum, the transform
relationship [9] is:

[5.6]

Since <I> c (f) is the power distribution in the frequency domain, it provides us with a

measure of the frequency coherence in the channel. As result of the Fourier transform
relationship between <I> c (f) and <I> c ('r) the coherence bandwidth becomes:

1
B==

c - T
m

[5.7]

If Be is small in comparison to the bandwidth of the transmitted signal, the channel is
said to be frequency-selective. On the other hand, if Be is large in comparison to the
bandwidth of the transmitted signal the channel is said to be frequency-non-selective
or flat fading. The FM broadcasting situation leads to 6.7 IlS, which is the border of
flat fading and frequency selective fading. Flat fading (seen on the measurement
location) only appears with a delay shorter than about 6.7 IlS, this means a path length
difference of maximum 2 kIn (figure 5.15). The path length difference results in many
possible locations.

Incoming waves

~
Uilding

b .......
...........

o Receiver

Fig. 5.15: Path length difference
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To determine the type of fading, the knowledge of the dimension of the buildings is
needed. The distance between transmitter and the reflecting building as well as the
distance between receiver and reflecting building are increased to have a path
difference of 2 km. In this situation, the minimum path length distance is obtained to
have frequency selective fading. Calculating the Fresnel zone using:

and,

.j;M
y=

2
[5.8]

The obtained result is:

• Building height = 84 m
• Building length = 251 m

(
1+ 2(b-a)1

d nA)
x = - ---'-'---------'::-

2 (dTX +dRX )2
1+-'-"'---"=-

nM

[5.9]

The reflecting buildings are simply too small to introduce significant reflection.
Frequency selective fading occur only at a path length difference of more than 2 km.
At the measurement location there are no higher buildings as calculated, so in the
measurement situation it is a flat fade situation.

Conclusion
Buildings in the direct neighbourhood of the receiver can cause notches in signal level
since multiple waves can interfere with each other. The buildings are to small to cause
a reflection for a path length difference of more than 2 km (frequency selective
fading). In this situation flat fading is the cause of the clicks in the audio signal.

5.6 Frequency selective fading

There are locations were a large delay is possible, for example in a hilly country like
Switzerland. To determine the influence of a long delay a hardware simulator is used.
The principle of the used hardware simulator is given in figure 5.16.
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Input

Output

Fig. 5.16: Principle of the hardware simulator

The propagation path from the transmitter to the receiver consists of a number of
parallel paths, each with their own delay and attenuation. This means that the
propagation path is similar to a structure of a finite impulse filter (FIR). The lowest
delay corresponds to the shortest path length. Only the relative delays and the relative
amplitudes are important, so all the echo signals can be characterised by a delay and a
certain signal level and a certain phase. When the echo delay time increases to a
value, larger than the inverse band (seen in the previous) then the modulation of the
signal is affected and audible distortion can appear, for example a delay longer than

1 =6.7 f.lS. This is known as frequency selective fading. Another explanation
150kHz
for the distortion is that the delayed signal contains different audio information,
transmitted some time ago and this delayed information is conflicting with the more
recent information.

The cause of this distortion is the presence of two signals with a momentary different
frequency, the main signal and the delayed signal. The frequency difference is caused
by the FM modulation. A delayed signal has another momentary frequency, because
the information is different (shifted in time). The result from the addition within a
period of the audio frequency the amplitude of the received carrier increases and
decreases. To give an impression of the audible distortion the delay time together with
the echo level is set in a graph.
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Fig. 5.17: Audibility of distortion due to multipath
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Frequency selective fading is only annoying in case reflections are far away and the
main signal is attenuated, for example when a Rice (see section 4.1) model is valid.
Frequency selective fading does not occur at the measurement location. The graph is
only to give an impression, and is of course subjective.

5.7 Conclusions

Measurements have been performed to find a possible cause of audio clicks.
Buildings, that are located in the neighbourhood of the receiver, are responsible for
the observed flat fading. To have frequency selective fading buildings further away
from the receiver are necessary (path length difference more than 2 km), that act as a
reflecting object. The buildings that are located at the measurement location are too
small for causing a reflection, according to Fresnel. From simple analysis it, however,
follows that frequency selective fading may easily occur in hilly terrain causing
observable degradation of the audio signal.
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6 Receiver solutions

Flat fading at the measurement location causes the audio clicks. In the past adhoc
solution were made to overcome audio clicks, for example a high cut-off filter, stereo
mono switching and improved weak signal handling. Unfortunately sometimes the
flat fading situation is not handled perfectly. An additional solution is proposed
herewith and discussed. The first method deals with the flat fade situation and needs
less expensive parts like one tuner instead of two. This solution is therefore one of the
cheapest ways to solve the problem.

6.1 Scanning antenna diversity

According to the measurement results, flat fading is the cause of the most audio
clicks. Scanning diversity is a solution to solve the flat fade situation. The principle of
scanning diversity is shown in figure 6.1.

TunerI
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

~--------------
Processor

IF

Fig. 6.1: Principle antenna diversity

The system switches between different antennas having sufficient uncorrelated
reception. The switching criteria depend on the used diversity processor, an example
is given in figure 6.2.

PM demodulator and HF noise power detection

I To swit

IF FM-distortion indicator Decision
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IFilter, rectifier, and comparator
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Fig. 6.2: Diversity processor
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The signal level detection part of the distortion detector, the level of the envelope of
the IF signals is detected. The IF signal is filtered and rectified in order to detect
fluctuations in the envelope of the signal. In the FM evaluation path, the peaks of the
instantaneous frequency deviation are detected in a similar way. The noise in a
specific frequency band is measured, if the noise power becomes to high the system is
forced to switch. The decision unit enables the antenna selector, to switch over to the
next antenna. A problem can occur during switching, a spike can be expected due to a
phase difference. This causes also an audio click. A solution is using linear
interpolation. According to the measurements in chapter 5 the notches are maximum 1
m wide. This indicates a possible minimum distance between two antennas of 0.50 m,
in case of space separation limitations.

Conclusion
The proposed solution alleviates the flat fade situation, clicks caused by distortion are
not taken completely into account. If one signal of the two signals (using two
antennas) is distortion free, the system solves the problem.

6.2 Phase diversity

Another solution used by Catena is the phase diversity system. The system is already
implemented, but not every situation is solved perfectly. The principle is given in
figure 6.3.

Tuner 1

Tuner 2

constant
modulus

Output

Fig. 6.3: Principle of phase diversity

Tuner one and tuner two receive the transmitted broadcast signals each with a
(different) delay. The received signals are mixed down to an IF (Intermediate
Frequency). At this stage the phase and the level is adjusted. To cope with the delay
(causing audio clicks), the algorithm adjusts the phase and gain of the signals and are
finally added. The algorithm tries to give a constant modulus (a general property of
FM). The situations listed describe the signal handling by phase diversity.
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• If there are two signals, one clean signal (high level) and another with multipath
fading (no constant modulus) the system solves the problem perfectly (relative
long delays).

• If one of the antennas is located in a (wide) notch and the other antenna receives a
perfect signal, with a constant modulus, the output result in an acceptable signal.

• A problem appears when one antenna is in a (wide) notch and the second antenna
has a signal with multipath fading (no constant modulus). The system weights the
noise (constant modulus) with a high coefficient value. The result is a very poor
signal at the output.

• If both antennas are in a notch then, of course, the result will also be very poor.

This type of system can cancel out some fading effects, like frequency selective
fading. This system is most effective in hilly terrain (mountains etc), less effective in
the city. It is possible that the algorithm weights the different coefficients wrong,
which results in a poor output. A flat fade situation is sometimes solved. The
performance in this case is less than a single tuner concept (with the same antenna
input signal level applied).

To overcome the flat fading problem, a new design is proposed (shown in figure 6.4).

Output
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I
I
I1__ ,

I
I
1

1
I
I
I
I
I

:---Y.. -Y.. -- -- ~ f
IF

I Level : ,- L •
: detection L ~ D ..
I I I eClSlon
------------- I

I I

'- - - - - - - - - - - - ~

Tuner 1

Tuner 2

Fig. 6.4: Modified phase diversity

The principle is almost the same as the previous version, only the levels of the
separate tuners are measured and overrule the constant modulus algorithm when one
of the tuners has a too low signal level. To use this system for flat fading situations
the weight factors for the coefficients has to be changed, this is done by setting one
coefficient zero (when that tuner has a output below the receiver threshold). Done by
the level detection. The other coefficient has to be maximum acceptable gain. In this
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manner the performance should be the same as a single tuner concept (with the same
antenna level input).

Conclusion
The modified system should deal with frequency selective fading and also with short
delays (causing flat fading). The modification is most suitable for city situations and
the existing system for hilly terrain for example in other countries.
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7 Conclusions and recommendations

During the project there are several conclusions drawn, based on theory and the
measurements.

Conclusions
The propagation model that uses ray tracing may be used on 100 MHz at the given
measurement location.
Reception under flat fading conditions causes the clicks in the audio of the FM
receiver at the measurement location. To overcome the flat fading situation switching
antenna diversity and modified phase diversity can be used in the Netherlands.
Frequency selective fading can occur when the path difference between the direct
wave and the reflected wave is more than 2 km. Buildings that can cause a path
difference of more than 2 km should have large dimensions to cause a significant
contribution to the reflection, according to the theory of Fresnel. The buildings that
can cause a path difference of more then 2 km are too small at the measurement
location. Frequency selective fading is less likely to cause clicks than a flat fading
situation in the Netherlands. The reason is the flat country and relative low buildings,
which can cause reflection at a large distance.

Recommendations
To determine the influences of long delays, which are expected in counties with large
reflection objects (mountains), a delay profile is needed. The result can be used to
optimise the phase diversity system. The Doppler frequency shift is not taken into
account. Examining effects on the audio by the Doppler shift is necessary for further
optimisation.
Spacing the antennas in case of switching antenna diversity, even with 0.5 meter (in
case of separation limitations) can cause a better performance than a one-tuner
concept. A field-test is necessary to determine the performance improvement
compared to a one-tuner concept.
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Appendix A - The car radio

This chapter gives the most common (quality degradation) problems in a receiver per
stage.

Dual conversion
The conversion used in a car radio is illustrated in figure AI. The first IF is made to
be high for good image rejection and the second IF is made to be low for good
adjacent-channel selectivity. The key is that the difference in frequency is large
between the two IFs, so image responses from the second IF would not cause a
problem. This will be explained with the help of an example.

Amplifier
+ filter

DemodL--..---.

Fig. AI: Principle of dual conversion

Example:
Suppose the tuning frequency is 87.5 - 108 MHz and high side injection is used (both
LO I and LOz). Oscillator 1 must also be tuneable to produce the constant first IF.
Oscillator 2 then operates at a constant frequency. The first IF is 10.7 MHz en the
second IF is 450 kHz. The LO] range will be 98.2 - 118.7 MHz.

LNA - Sensitivity

The sensitivity of a RF receiver is specified as the minimum input signal that can be
detected by the receiver with enough Signal to Noise Ratio (which depends on the
application). The noise figure is defined as:

NF = SNRin
SNR

oUl

[AI]

SNR;n and SNRout are the Signal to Noise Ratios measured at respectively the input

and output. Noise figure is a measure of how much the SNR degrades as the signal
passes through a system. If a system has no noise then SNRin = SNRout ' without
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concerning about the gain. This is because both noise and signal are amplified or
attenuated. In reality the NF > 1 or NF > 0 dB.

Equation [AI] can written as:

It follows that:

NF = PSignal / Pnoise
SNRout

PSignal = Pnoise *NF *SNRout

[A2]

[A3]

Because of the fact that the signal is transported in a bandwidth equation [A3] is
written to:

PSignal =Pnoise *NF *SNRout *B [A4]

This equation has assumed that an ideal flat filter is used, otherwise the equation has
to be integrated over the bandwidth B to obtain the total mean square power.
Expressing the quantities in dB or dBm lead to:

Pin_min[dBml =PnoiseldBml Hz) + NFdB + SNRmin[dBl +10 log B [AS]

P;n_min is the minimum input level, which achieves SNRmin . The bandwidth B is

given in Hz. The theoretical background noise is at room temperature -174 dBm/Hz,
so equation [AS] becomes:

P;n_minldBml =-174dBm/ Hz + NF +1010gB+ SNRmin [A6]

From this equation it can be seen that it is very important to minimise the bandwidth
and the NF contribution to achieve a better sensitivity. SNRmin is the minimum signal
to noise ratio, which is just enough to detect a correct message.

LNA - Blocking

This aspect of the receiver gives the performance when a strong signal is present far
away from the wanted signal, in contrary to the adjacent channel. The performance
test-setup is the same as the adjacent channel measurement. The level of generator 1
is 3 dB above receiver sensitivity. Generator 2 provides the blocking signal.

The performance depends on:

• Input filter or LNA match
• Interception point of the LNA
• (type of) Image reject filter
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When the LNA match is designed on a proper blocking performance the spurious
rejection performance is also better because both are depending on the same aspects.

LNA - Intermodulation

Harmonic distortion is often used to describe the nonlinearity of an analog system, but
not always can this method be used. As an example an active lowpass filter is given.
If a sinusoid signal is applied to the input, the harmonic can be reduced because it
falls out of the passband. Thus other methods must be used to determine the
nonlinearity. Commonly used is the intermodulation distortion in a two-tone test.

When two signals with different frequencies are applied to a non-linear system the
output in general contains some components that are not harmonics of the input
frequencies. Called intermodulation (IMP), this phenomenon arises from mixing of
the two signals when their sum is raised to a power greater than unity.

Of particular interest are the third-order IMP products at 2f1-h and 2h-fJ. The key
point here is that if the difference between f1 and 12 is small, the components are at
2frh and2f2-f1 (figure A2). With other words the third order IMP products appear at a
distance of fJ - f2 on both sides of fJ andh..These components are close to the two
basic tones, so this method can be used in cases of an LPF.

Power il f2-f1
Pin f2-f1

< >1 1< > +M

t t_

2f1-f2 f1 f2 2f2-f1 freq ~

Fig. A3: Intermodulation products

Intermodulation can also be a problem when two interferes are close to the desired
channel, the third order component can fall into this channel. This corruption of
signals is so common and so critical that this is characterised and called third order
interception point. The difference between the third order intermodulation product
and the third order interception point is that the third order modulation product must
be measured at a given input amplitude and the other can be measured at a semi
random input amplitude and than calculated. The last method can serve as comparing
the linearity of different circuits. The reason for calculating the interception point is
that this point can not always be measured; the value of the signal can exceed the
maximum input level. For example: the desired frequency has an amplitude of 
37dBm and the difference between the intermodulation product is 26.3 dB. The 3rd
order interception point is -24 dBm. The general formula:

Catena Radio Design
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IF and mixer

The use of an IF introduces the imaging problem.

A simple analog multiplier does not discriminate the polarity of the difference
between its two input frequencies. Thus in this architecture, the bands symmetrically
located above and below the LO frequency are down converted to the same center
frequency (IF). If the received band of interest is centred around fI (= fw - fIF) then
the image is around 2fw - fI (=fw + fIF) and vice versa (figure A3).

Power t

2IF

Freq
LO

Fig. A3: Image response

Freq

Whether the desired frequency is above, or below the LO signal, depends on the type
of oscillator injection. Each wireless standard has its own signal emission regulations
so it may have no influence on the signals in other bands. The image power can
therefore be much higher than the desired signal. Using a proper image reject filter at
the input of the mixer can solve this problem. The conclusion can be made that if the
IF is very high the image almost disappears but the adjacent channel rejection will be
less. An explanation follows:

There are two signals, one at 100 MHz and 100.010 MHz, and down converted to the
IF of 100 kHz. Converting the signals means staying 10 kHz separated. The signals
are now on 100 kHz and 90 kHz, 10% separated from each other. If the same
configuration is used but only another IF, say 1 MHz the separation is only 1%. The
last one means a problem with adjacent channel performance, because very sharp
edged filter must be used that is not possible with conventional components.

This leads to the basic design principles for superhet receivers: For good image
rejection, make the IF as high as possible and for good adjacent-channel selectivity
make the IF as low as possible. Unfortunately these rules are in direct conflict with
each other. Designing the superhet with two different Us can satisfy both. This
process is known as dual conversion.

The high first IF and low second IF should not be interchanged for a low first IF and a
high second IF. If the interchange is made, good adjacent channel selectivity is
obtained from the low first IF, but then image rejection is poor. Further, the high
second IF cannot undo the poor image response that has already occurred.
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Car radio example
The image frequencies can easily be calculated.

!image =ILO + IlF

The image frequency range, using high side injection, caused by IF1:

98.2 + 10.7 MHz = 108.9 MHz
118.7 + 10.7 MHz =129.4 MHz

[A8]

The second LO is fixed at 11.15 MHz for high side injection, the image frequencies
caused by 1F2 are:

11.15 + 450 kHz =11.6 MHz

Note: the second IFs image frequency causes here no problem because the high input
frequency (10.7 MHz) for the second IF is blocked from the receiver with the help of
an image reject filter. The image frequency of the second IF (11.6 MHz) is beyond the
range of the receiver.

Image from half IF
An second interesting effect in this receivers is the half IF problem. Suppose an
interferer at (I] + l/zIF) is also received. If the interferer experiences second-order
distortion in the down conversion path and the LO contains a significant second
harmonics as well, then the IF output contains a component at (only for high side
injection):

12(f] + l/zIF) - 2ILO I=IlF [A9]

Another possibility is that the interferer is translated to (I] - ILO)/2 =hF/2 and
undergoes second order distortion in the first IF amplifier, causing its second
harmonic to fall into the down converted band of interest. To suppress the half-IF
phenomenon, second-order distortion in the RF an IF paths must be minimised. It may
also be necessary that the image-reject filter has sufficient attenuation atI] + lfzIF.

Adjacent channel
The influence of another signal near the wanted frequency (adjacent channel) is
specified in the adjacent channel specification. When ideal filters can be used (IF) the
influence of nearby channels is zero. In the real world it is not possible to achieve
these conditions and therefore a minimum of adjacent power must be permitted, as
low as possible. Factors that influence the adjacent channel performance are:

• Local oscillator noise
• Choice of IF frequency
• Bandwidth of IF

To minimise these factors a proper design is necessary
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Oscillator· spurious

The spurious rejection concerns the influence of signals on a multiple of the oscillator
frequency. These signals are applied at the input of the receiver. Generator 1 must set
3 dB above minimum receiver sensitivity. Generator 2 provides the spurious signal to
the receiver. Care must be taken because the signal generator has also harmonics. For
example if a signal of 373.3 MHz is applied to the input of the receiver, a problem can
occur because the generator produces also a harmonic on 559.9 MHz (2nd harmonic of
373.3 MHz). This influences, in a negative way the performance of the receiver
compared with reality. A lowpass filter is needed at the output of the signal generator
or a special signal generator.

The spurious rejection performance depends on:

• Input filter or LNA match
• Interception point of the LNA
• (type of) Image reject filter
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